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fñroduction

Looal govemment in Victoria is undergoing significant change as a result of the

Viotorian Govemment's attempt to redefine the role of government to meet the ohallenges

ofthe nineties. These sþanges have arisen in response to what has come to be seen as the

excesses of the eighties and the resultant recession which has severd impacted on the

state govenrment's budget. The huge, ever increasing government debts have caused

governments, on both sides of the politioal spectrum" to re-examine their positions and try

to oome up with strategies for coping with increased expenditures and reduced inoomes.

It is the oontention of this thesis that at the theoretical level the changes that are to be

brought about as a result of compulsory competitive tendering on library services to

women could be beneficial. It is also the contention of this thesis that the implementation

of compulsory competitive tendering will result in uneven service levels and in some oases

reduction, thus significantly impacting on services for women. A new approaoh to the

role of govemment and the delivery of services can potentially be of considerable benefit

to public libraries and the services they provide to women. Ilowever, problems arise

when implementation strategies are based on values and cost rationalisation.

A redefinition of the role of govenrment and the provision of services based on the

needs and demands of the community has been developed by Osbome and Gaebler in

the United States. Osborne and Gaebler in Reinventing Government set out to

replace the existing paradigm of government with what they have come to define as

the entrepreneurial government. A new model of governance which Osborne and

Gaebler claim is emerging in the United States in response to the economic and social

challenges which traditional approaches by govemment can no longer competentþ

address. (1) This new approach seems to have influenced the Victorian govemment

and heþ it rethink the role of govennment:

What we need most if this revolution is to succeed, in other words, is q new

framework for understanding government, a new wqy oJ' thinking about
government, in short a new paradigm. (2)



Osborne and Gaebler in the above statement introduce their new paradigm for

government which they do not plaoe in the traditional right and oertainly not the left of

politics. Instead, Osborne and Gaebler claim to have observed a new revolutionary

approach to a market economy where goverrment pafücipates in the market on a

similar basis as private enterprise. But, as John Emst indicates in his critique on

privatisation, nuny oftheir ideas are not new and had aheady been put into practice in

the United Kingdom in the 1980's. (3) The critical and most signifi.oant differenoe

between the New Governance and the New Right is that Osborne and Gaebler have

defined a role for govemment which they consider as playing a significant part in

overcoming the immense economic problems that governments are facing today.

Osborre and Gaebler clearþ define what they mean by government in support of their

paradigm:

...our fundamental problem today is not too much government or too little
government . Our fundamental problem is that we have the wrong kind of
government. Ile do not need more or less government, we need better

government. To be precise we need better governance. (4)

The above statement presents a redefined model of conservative govemment where

the reqponsibility for policy deoisions is clearly assþed to govenrment. Osborne and

Gaebler further clarify their understanding of governance by suggesting a separation

between governance arnd direct service delivery. The analogy they use to describe this

is the one of government steering and not rowing. This approach has appealed to

Victoria's conservative government which has set out to introduce such separation of

roles in the legislation on oompetitive tendering for looal government. The

introduction of this approach has the potential to radically alter the relationship of local

govemment with its community and potentiaþ distanoe it from direct service delivery.

Libraries as providers of service will be afFected and the services rhat they deliver to

women would be impacted. Women as the majority library users could receive less

service because of the government's focus on cost reduction. This trend in
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govemment is not unique to Victoria but is part of an intemational govenrment

movement for increasing competitiveness in the market and reducing costs.

Political and economic philosophies of the economic rationalists

During the eighties countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, New

Zealand and Australia introduced economic reforms and in particular micro economic

reforms. These countries introduced a process of review and ohange to work

practices and structures to achieve the goals of business and industry in as efficient a

Íranner as possible. An integral part of that was the introduction of compulsory

competitive tendering, except in the United States where the prevailing political

philosophy would not tolerate the compulsory element. These reforms have been

implemented as Western governments have tried to grapple with the fiscal crises and

the lack of confidence by the public in government. Micro-economic reform seems to

be the approach taken by these governments, of both the right and the left, to address

issues of unemplo5anent, increased poverty and homelessness. The concept of

government and the role ofthe state is increasingly being questioned and tested by the

economic pressures facing Westem eoonomies. However, the introduction of these

reforms is based on traditional, oonselative, political and sçonsmic philosophies with

some changes and modifications which go somewhat beyond the New Right or

economic rationalists. An approach which, paradoxically, tppears to have been

adopted by not just conservative govemments but also by Labour governments both in

New Zealand and in Australia. Privatisation is thus being pursued by both side of

politics with different aspects or elements emphasised by each side. A clear and

straightforward definition on privatisation is given by John Ernst:

At its core privatisation is about transferuing functions hitherto perþrmed by

governments to other institutions in society, such qs the private sector, non

government organisations and the family..(5)
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This definition fits in with the philosophy outlined by Osborne and Gaebler in their

new paracligm of govemment. What it does not raise is the question of values that

underpin any economic and political system:

...the market system, even in its theoretical model, is not the rational and

'value free' system which its proponents and many politicians suppose it to

be...economics is not a value-free science upholding some principle of
objective fficiency. (6)

It is important to understand and be clear that economic rationalism is not a value free

system andthat it does have some difficulties which would have to be addressed if the

creation of new problems is to be minimised. Thus by privatising public libraries

women library users could be penalised and discouraged from using the library as the

philosophy shifts from equal access to user pays. As with all theoretical positions

market theory is based on certain assumptions made about individuals and their

behaviour in the market. Eva Cox, a Senior Researcher with the Women's Economic

Think Tank, indicates that:

If we assume that people øct out of greed and self-interest, we get different
answers than rf we qssume that they may be concerned øbout others, or even

realise that longer term effects of short term gain møy be damaging. Q)

The impact of the rethinking of the role of government and its ten princþles as

defined by Gaebler and Osborne has been energetically taken on by the Victorian State

Government as the appropriate model to apply to the Victorian State and Local

Governments. The ten principles outlined by Osborne and Gaebler serve as a

background for the introduction of compulsory competitive tendering in govemment in

Victoria. These principles have to be considered as pan of the underlying framework

that will impact and influence the way compulsory competitive tendering is to be

introduoed in Victorian Local Government. The ten principles that underpin Osboflre's

and Gaebler's foous on govemments developing policies and directions rather than

being the direct service providers. There is however, no indication given that access to
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services by women is to be ensured once CCT is introduced. The focus seems to be

on cost and not on equity of access to resources. Thus, women users could be

excluded as the philosophy shifts from equal access to reduction in costs of services and

the introduction of user pays. For govemments to provide direct service they

recommend that governments be competitive, mission driven, results oriented and

oustomer focused. Osbome and Gaebler no longer look at the old dichotomy of

private versus public instead they have redefined the firnctions along the lines of market

monopoly or competition. (8) In some respects the thesis presented by them oan be

seen to sit within the oonservative continuum of the right. The writers though do not

see themsefues as fitting into either tradition. (s)

Ernst in his monograph Privatisation Papers agrees with the contention that they

differ to ilhe traditional right or left (10) but he can also see some problems arising

fromtheir thesis:

On the face of it then, new Governance offers a fresh approach to public
policy. It is, as I will argue, at the one time both more promising and more

problematic than the originøl paradigm of privatisation. (l1.)

Certainly Osborne and Gaebler would agree with Cox when she states that:

Economists ...have consistently promoted free markets in worlds far too

complex to cope without substantiql interventions and protection of the

powerless. (12)

There are numerous examples stated in Osbome's and Gaebler's text in areas such as

eduoation and housing for example where the local or state govemments undertook

some form of market intervention. And it is preoisely this new approach to

government by Osbome and Gaebler which has made their thesis popular with Western

govemments.
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Role of government

The debate about small govemment and big government has been going on for a

long time between the right and the left. Osborne and Gaebler though have brought in

a new slant to the argument and have come up vøth appropriate govertment In the

preface of Reinventing Government they indicate in the preface that they believe in

govemment.

I(e do not look at government qs a necessary evil. All civilised societies hqve

some form of government...it is the way we provide services that benefit all our
people (13)

The what and how the role of govemment is defined will play a cntical part in the

approach taken by a government and what it wants to achieve. In the case of Victoria

the government has made it quite clear to local govemment that it does not believe

that govemment has to be the direct service provider. Goverrment has responsibility

to plan and ensure that delivery of servioe takes place. It does not necessarily have to

be the direct provider. Suoh an approaoh can provide opportunity and give flexibility

to local govenrment in the provision of services to the local community. If

govenrment is to provide the service then it has to be effective.(1a) It is because

goverrments have seemed to be ineffective that there is a push for indirect provision.

Under such a definition of govemment there would seem to be support for the notion

of the public good. However, should only goverrments provide services that others

do not? If that was the exclusive area of govemment service provision govemments

could be seen to be inefficient because these services would not be oompetitive. Thus,

public libraries, whose major clients are women, could be seen as inefficient because

they are unable to raise significant firnds from women to operate the library as a

business. As goverrments shed direct service delivery to other players in the market

they would end up with services that are too costly to run. The profitable and

lucrative services would be contracted out. If this were to occur then questions of
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equity and equality would arise. Would women continue to have free aocess to the

same level of service as they currently do? Gaebler and Osborne certainly do not

appear to be supporting such a concept given that they claim to believe tn equity-in

equal opportunity for all Americans. (15) Difrculties arise when zuch concepts are

translated into implementation strategies that go beyond rhetorio.

Even in theory, the mqrket system extols eonsumer choice at the expense of
other important values such as stability or equølily. (16)

How do we get around the issue of inoreased poverty and individuals having less

access to servioes:

['í/e seem to be moving inexorably towards societies in which divisions between

rich and poor become wider and set in place.(17\

As Cox highlights in the above statement thus alluding to the dangers that would arise

ifissues of access and equity are not considered alongside issues of economic viability.

Women, over-represented in the lower income brackets, would suffer the most with

the introduction of these changes. (18) The problem seeÍrs to arise within the

theoretical perspective of conseryative economic theory. Peter Self indicates this in

his oritique of eoonomic rationalism.

The fault lies in viewing a part of the total economy and society as if it wqs qnd

should be the dominant element. This fault becomes grossly compounded
when economic theories of the market move into the realm of politics and seek

to remake politics in their own image. (19)

The impact of such outoomes is highly relevant from a library services to women

perspeotive beoause of the complexity of information aooess iszues that aan affect

women user eÊoups. This iszue will be explored fuither in chapter 3 when the impact

of compulsory competitive tendering on public library services will be considered.
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What the thesis intends to explore

The main contention ofthis thesis is that the introduction of compulsory competitive

tendering on local govemment will potentiaþ impact adversely on public library

services provided to women. This thesis will establish that the potential for a

reduction in services will be increased as a result of compulsory competitive tendering

because of the emphasis on cost savings. Broadly speaking, the thesis will look at

three areas: the legislation on compulsory competitive tendering and its application,

the role of the public library and the services provided to women and finally the

application of compulsory competitive tendering on library servioes and the impaot it

will have on services to women.

This thesis will explore what the impact of compulsory competitive tendering on

library servioes to women will have. It will examine whether these reforms will be

able to deliver improved and or enhanced levels of service because of oompetition or

whether other factors such as socio-political values will have a significant impact on

how these changes will translate into services. In fact whether the proposed changes

could improve the delivery and access of services to women by adequately reflecting

the needs and demands of women after reviewing current service provision and

anaþsing future needs.

First, the thesis will attempt to place competitive tendering within a theoretical md

historical context so that abetfer understanding can be reached in relation to why and

what the Viotorian govenrment hopes to aohieve from the introduction of oompulsory

competitive tendering. This background will be examined from the perqpeotive of the

paradigm on government, or the New Governance as deveþed by Osbome and

Gaebler in Reinventing Government. A paradigm which has been adopted as a

strategy for govenrment refonn by a number of Western countries. In order to gauge

the impact of the competitive tendering legislation the thesis will examine it in detail in
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chapter one, consider its background and content and also compare it to the legislation

introduced in the United Kingdom and New Zealarrd. Chapter 1 will also oonsider the

other reform issues imfacting on local govemment as compulsory competitive

tendering cannot be looked at in isolation but has to be oonsidered as part of the

overall reform and restructure of looal govemment. In particular the impaot of

amalgamations which will affect all public libraries because of the rationalisation of

sites that is bound to occur. This chapter will then examine the legislation on

compulsory competitive tendering and how it wilt affect public library services to

women in Victoria given that they are operated and owned by local govenrment with a

subsidy provided by the state government. Libraries therefore, cannot remain immune

to these changes and will certainly be affected by the introduction of oompulsory

competitive tendering. It will also look at the privatisation options as these various

options could be applied to libraries producing different service results. Chapter two

will examine the role of the publio library and try to give an overview of services

offered by libraries which are used by women and which also target women. It will

also look at how technology, fi,nding, govefllment policies and statistics impact on

library services to women. And finally chapter three will consider 1þe impact, both

advantages and disadvantages, of compulsory competitive tendering on library services

to women and what the possible outcomes may be in terms of different options that

might be available to libraries under the proposed reforms. Such an investigation is

ìmporlant at this point in time because the effects ofthese reforms will be dramatic and

will have a long term effect.

Why is this relevant

The reforms legislated and proposed by the state government in Victoria will have

significant long term implications on the how and what local government services will

be delivered in Victoria. It will also determine and define what the role of local

govemment will be. Public libraries are a looal government service which will be
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affected by these changes. Women are the major users of public library services thus

these changes will affect the level and quality of service they receive. The changes

oould significantþ impact on library services in a major and potentiaþ non-reversible

way. Furthermore, Victoria is seen as leading the way with its 'innovative' approach

to reform and therefore, the new directions could spread to other states. (19) An

examination of the potential impacts of these reforms and changes on local goveflrment

and their library services to women becomes crucial if decisions are to be based on

assessed and evaluated processes of available choices. The changes could resrrlt in

enhanced services as well as potentially reduced services. An evaluation of the

implications to services could only assist in improving the deoision making process and

ensuring that women users did not suffer reduced services. Technological faotors will

also play a very significant role in reformulating and reshaping library services to

women in the near future. Women may be required to pay for services thus creating

an inequitable servioe based on oapacity to pay. Therefore, factors suoh as the

proposed reforms intended by the Kennett Govemment could potentially have a more

dram¿tic impact than what may have been initially thought.
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CHAPTER 1

The Arrival of Compulsory Competitive Tendering GCf)

1.1 Compulsory competitive tendering

The practice of tendering services is not a new one in Victorian local goverrment

indeed, across Australian local government. This practice has been used by local

government in trying to provide servioes to its oommunity. Traditionally the areas

tendered out by councils were in the physical services areas where either councils did

not have the human and or physical resources in-house, or councils decided to contract

out projects because of competing priorities in the capital works area. Competitive

tendering was the normal way local government approached its day to day business

except in the area of oommtrnity services where it has been the exception. (1) The

legislation introduced by the Viotorian state government brings a si8nificant element of

difference which will radically alter the way local government services are provided.

Competitive tendering is a firndamentalpart of conseryative political thinking. In

theory this politioal thinking expresses itself in the economic philosophy of a free

market where competition is the essential ingredient which assists the market to

balance supply and demand. Competition in the market place will ensure that m

eoonomy remains free to express its true level. The concept of govemment being

exempt from the competitive forces of the market is seen as not only interfering with

the market but also not allowing the market to grow unhindered by regulations and

controls. If government is necessary then it should be small government. That was

the ideal philosophical approach espoused by the nineteenth century conservative,

political and economic thinkers. (2)
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The eighties brought with them significant changes in the world's economies and

introduced arr eÍî of economic reform. Western oountries were facing significant

economic problems which had to be urgently addressed. The introduction of

compulsory competitive tendering to local govemments was part of the strategy to

achieve micro-eoonomic reform at fhe local government level. Such changes came

into effect in the United Kingdomunder the Thatcher government from 1980 onwards.

In the British legislation the areas that local govemment has to formally put through a

tendering prooess are listed in the legislation unlike the Viotorian legislation.

The approaoh taken in the United Kingdom was not followed in Victoria because:

Prescription like this needs surtteillance and there has been ø lot of central
government effort devoted to the audit and the investigation of council's use of
CCT in the UK. It is an approach which was not likely to win the collective

heqrt qnd mind of Victorian local government. (3')

Effeotively to adopt the British model of prescription would have meant that the

Victorian government would have had to go against its own policy about a reduced

public service. Instead of reducing the public service the government would have

been looking at creating a whole new specialist area for the pulpose of monitoring

local govenrment legislation. The Viotorian govenrment resolved this dilemma by

introduoing legislation whioh achieved maximum reform without striot monitoring,

prescriptive requirements. The govenrment oould also claim thatit was allowing local

needs to determine the agenda of reform at the looal level. Quite correctly, the

govenrment was allowing local decision-making to play a role. The approaoh adopted

by the Victorian government seems to have given the govemment considerable

political advantage. By not specifying which services should be e4posed to

competitive tendering the govemment could be seen to be distanoing itself from the

potentiaþ negative reaction that mry arise at the local level. Local oommunities

would lay the blame at local government and not the state govenrment for the changes

and reductions in service. The govemment, however, has also introduced municþal
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amalgamations and is replacing elected counoillors with government appointed

commissioners, at the same time as, introducing CCT legislation. Thus, it could be

said that the government effectively ensured that its agenda of reform would be

implemented with minimal or no resistance. By also legislating for a minimum of 50

%o of a council's ex¡lenditure required to be offered for competitive tendering the

govemment was assured that about 60 % of councils services would be affected; and

when asset depreciation is included that figure could go up to 70 7o or 80 o/o in some

co¡ncils. The impaot of such legislation in the country area could be potentiaþ

devastating for country publio libraries because of issues that will be explored in

chapter 3. To enzure that the government's reform agenda on privatisation did occllr

the Victorian govemment had to introduoe compulsion into the pfooess.

It was clear the no change option was not going to be favoured by a
government which had committed itself to a policy of local government reþrm.
And, without legislation, it wøs doubtful whether councils would venture into
competitive tendering. (4)

In New Zealand a similar approach on privatisation has been taken except the

compulsory, component ofthe legislation for local government is limited to major road

works, maintenance and passenger transport service if local govemment is to claim the

Govenrment Road subsidy. (5) Local govemment in New Zealand seems to have

voluntarily gone doum the path of competitive tendering in line with the legislation

which requires local government to consider' c,¡lling for tenders for all signifioant

projects. The legislation does not define significant, it is looal government's

responsibility to define it and once the decision is made, to justify that decision to t.he

central govemment. The accountability component is not just to the central

government but also to the oommunity.

In NSW the state government, also a conservative govenrment, has taken a

different approach to Victoria. Counoils are required to seek tenders for significant

projects. The threshold for significant is $100,000.00 . (6) The approaoh taken by
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the Victorian government makes its reform somehow more revolutionary because it is

not mereþ economic it is also a political and a management related reform. (7) Thus

the potential impact on library services to women could be significant and long term.

These reforms could affect not only individual services to women, but also the role and

frmction of the public library will have to be redefined to fit in with the new

philosophy.

1.2 Compulsory competitive tendering legislation for local government in

Victoria

The Victorian government brought down legislation for the introduction of

compulsory competitive tendering in looal govemment to take effeot from the I

October 1994. The government's pu4rose for introducing the legislation is spelt

clearþ in part 1 of the Looal Govemment Act, where it states that it requires cor¡ncils

to particþate in competitive tendering and dictating only in respect of a qpecified

amount but not what servioes should be exposed to competitive tendering.

The Act',s ccT provisions come into operation on I October and require all
councils to participate in competitive tendering arrangements þr ø specified
percentage of their total expenditure. (8)

There are a number of elements within the legislation which will radically transform

the way local government goes about providing its daily business. The first one is the

percentage that wilt be required to be put through a formal competitive process, a

minimum of 50% of a councils total expenditure. (9) The second one is that oouncils

have the autonomy to ohoose what servioes will be subjected to a oompetitiveþ

tendered process. The introduction of 50% is to be phased over a period ofthree

years reaching the 50Votarget by the end of the financial year 1996'1997. IL 1994-95

the minimum peroentage required from councils is 20yo, n 1995-96 the minimum

percentage will be 3OYo andby 1996-97 reaching the minimum of 50%o. In order that
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cogncils meet their 50oá minimum requirements they will have to plan for an amount in

exoess ofthis figure.

The state government has also introduced financial accounting reforms for local

govenrment with the introduction of AAS-27 (accrual accounting). Under the

requirements for AAS -27 cotlrrrctls will have to have completed the depreciation of

their assets and included it as part of their annual budgets by 30 September 1997.

This will have the effect of influencing the dollar amorurt that will make up the

percentage of counoils obligation for a minimum of 50% CCT. The figure for total

expense inoludes recurrent operating costs, depreciation and debt servicing. (10)

Increases in a counoils total expenses will mean a higher dollar figure required for

CCT purposes. In fact some rural councils have indicúed that their depreciation

amonnts will be significantly greater than their annual capital works. The signifioance

of this for library services to wome cannot be understated given that libraries have

huge assets as stock which are bor¡nd to affect the dollar figure which may need to be

used for tendering pu{poses. Further, these requirements are to be fulfilled

concurrentþ within an environment of Victorian council amalgamations.

The govemment has indicated that there is no compulsion, as in the United

Kingdom, as to which servioes are to be subjeoted to competitive arrangements. A

competitive arrangement does not mean that local govemment has to contract out all

or some of its services. What the state govenrment would ex¡)ect is that ¿ minimum

of 50%o of services be exposed to a competitive process. Local govemment though

must adhere to the Act as described under seotion 208. The Act provides for contract

agreements to be entered into either as an in-house agreement, an external agreement

as an individual oouncil or with another council or paúy. The seotion also specifies

the length of the agreement whioh should not be longer than a five year period. For

any other t¡pe of agreements the minister would have to grant approval for them to be

considered a legitimate tendering process in the annual audited report. In realiry
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some local govefirment services will be contracted out to the private sector . There

will also be some cor¡ncils who will choose to contraot out some or even most services

except for govemance, which is perceived as a core service.

To ensure that the competitive forces of the market determine the outcome on

CCT, the government clearþ outlines in the Act what a competitive process is. That

is, public advertisement followed by a transparent process of evaluation and awarding

of such contracts. The govenrment indicates in the legislation that there is no

obligation by the council to award the tender to the lowest bid. An important

distinction which could potentially provide councils with considerable flexibility.

flowever, the prevailing environment would not tolerate a council making a decision

to award a contract that did not ostensibly satisfi all the required critena for that

selection, eqpeoially if the successfirl bid was not the lowest. Private enterprise will

take aotion if it finds that most tenders are being awarded to the local govenrment

industry ¿sçusing it of preventtng real competition from taking place. The guidelines

ate very specific about the obligations of local govemment in fulfifing the

requirements of the legislation.

Public notice, a witten quote and dn agreement in writing øre essential if
accountability requirements of the legislation are to be met. (ll)

The legislation is clear and succinct about councils' responsibilities and obligations.

To ensure that the intended legislated changes and their desired outcomes are

implemented the government set up a working party to develop guidelines. The Local

Govemment Industry Working Parfy developed extensive guidelines to facilitate and

assist in the implementation of compulsory competitive tendering by looal govemment.

A document of about 80 pages, plus a number of appendices, containing examples of

specifications and contracts. Thus, the govenrment can quite unequivocally state that

the industry has participated and contributed in the development and introduction of

legislation for compulsory competitive tendering.
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The government has incorporuted a reporting process into the legislation so that it

can monitor the process and pace of ohange occurring in local government. The

guidelines indicate that, through the annual audited report submitted to the minister

and the competitive tendering statement, councils will be reporting on how they have

fulfilled the required percentage for competitive tendering and explain the basis upon

which the decision was made. (12) At any point the minister could seek further

information and ifnecessary legislate as the guidelines state:

If councils fail to þltow good tendering practice, or otherwise ieopardise the

competitive process, the government will not hesitate to ødopt Q more

prescriptive and regulatory approach. (13)

Thus, a cooperative approach seems to have been adopted by local govenrment

towards the reforms proposed by the state govenrment. Such an approaoh could

presumably be seen to have benefited local govenrment and provided an opportunity

for input that it may not have had otherwise. It oould also be interpreted as local

govemment perceiving that lt had no other option but to cooperate because the

reforms would ooolrr anyway.

1.3 How it will be applied in Victoria

The development of the Guidelines, an extensive document, shows that the

legislation has significant implications for local government and its implementation is a

complex process. The implications of this are that local govenrment will potentiaþ

beoome a market player in the business world, competing for business on the open

market against, not only other government authorities, but also private enterprise.

Local government will be one, amongst many, who will compete for business and win

that business. Osborne and Gaebler make it quite clear in their thesis that the

argument lies in better govemance through the use of competition. Govemment, they
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claim, is different to private enterprise, but that does not mean that competition should

not be introduced and applied both within government and outside it on the open

m¿rket. (14) It is a new way of governance and not necessarily less government. The

new way of govemance has the responsibility to utilise in a competitive and most

effective way the available funds for the provision of service. The argument is not

whether government would provide better or worse services the argument is whoever

can competitiveþ demonstrate they can deliver services most effectiveþ. The role of

govemment is to govem and that means planning and developing policies for the

provision of service; ensuring that the community receives maximum benefits from the

services provided.

The idea is for government to become entrepreneurial as described by Osborne and

Gaebler. According to them enterpreneurial government does not have the

connotations of risk as it has come to be perceived. Enterpreneurial government

means govenrment seeking opportunities as they arise. That is opportunities that have

been assessed and evaluated on sound business premises where risk is minimised. (r5)

Osborne and Gaebler develop the concept of entrepreneurial governmenl as requiring

a complete change in the way goveflrment manages and operates. The conoept of

government operating more along the lines of business but knowing that its role is one

of governance. The concept of outcomes and outputs is what should determine the

performance of services not inputs as has been traditionally the case with governments.

Si-ply put government should know what it is getting for its expenditure and not just

how it is spending the communify's finds. Govenrment needs to know what business

it is in, which is govemance. The community has a significant role to play because

they are the oustomers and therefore the service needs to reflect their needs and

demands. It is the government's task to know and plan for the needs of the

community. Goverrment should be mission driven and should not be bogged dor¡m

by bureaucratic systems. The government's focus aught to be on steering and not on

rowing. Thus, the concept of arms length services from government means that the
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focus is on the direction and not the nrnning of the service. To achieve this a

separation between the client/purchaser and the provider needs to occur so that the

service does not get bogged down by the political interference of council. It also

allows government and councils to set up business or service r¡nits which provide

services on behalf of the cor¡noil but are independent to it. These service units should

be run along the same lines as a business. Essentially, these are the changes outlined

and advocated by Osbome and Gaebler in their new approach to govemment and are

now in the process of being adopted and implemented by local govemment.

A different management structure has to be put into place for such a model of

governance and operation. The concept of the shamrock as a maîagement structure

has been promulgated as the new model. 1ro¡ It is predicted that the new organisation

will operate like a shamrock and have three leaves. The first one, the core workers

made up of professionals, technicians and managers. The second leaf comprises the

outside contractors and the third leaf the flexible workforce who move in and out of

the organisation as required. (r7) It is assumed thtt such a structure frees the

organisation from being hampered by bureaucracy and allows each leaf to act

independentþ. As with all organisational structures there oould be some diffioulties

arising from the structure when applied to public libraries. This issue will be examined

in chapter 3 when the impact of CCT on public libraries will be evaluated.

The cultural change that is currently sweeping govemment will not exempt public

libraries. Public libraries will not remain immune to any of these changes because of

the significant size of their budgets. Local government will have to consider exposing

public libraries to CCT if looal govemment is to achieve the reforms and savings

expected of it by the state govemment. Public libraries have not always been a service

provided by local govenrment in Victoria. Libraries in Victoria have a long history

where they graduaþ developed and became a frrnction of local govemment. From

the mid forties onward public libraries were being established across the state.
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Funding of publio libraries used to be on a partnership basis between the state

govemment and local goveflment. Increasingly, this has been changing and local

government has been firncling a larger percentage. By 1992-93local govenrment was

spending $60,514,157. xndraising another 59,175,149. atotal of $81, 475,223. whilst

the state govenrment was spending 520,961,066 in grants. (18) In the past library

servioes did not have to be tendered out unless it was a capTtal works project for a

building or a oomputer system. In the past libraries did not go out to tender for the

purchase of their resources or services. Cooperative schemes were occasionally

developed or undertaken but overall the situation remained stable and unchanging until

recently when the Shire of Melton pulled out its library servioe from the joint Sunshine

Melton library service run by the Sunshine oouncil. The Shire of Melton formed a

contract for the library service with Technilib who is responsible for the delivery of the

service. (u)

The changes tlat will occur as a result of the reforms that local govenrment is

undergoing could potentiaþ change publio library services to women in very

signifioant ways. There are numerous other faotors fhat are and will be impacting on

public libraries which could dramaticalTy effect the services offered to women. One of

these is, of course, technology and the developments and access to networks and

databases. These factors and their impact will be examined more closely tn chapter 2

and chapter 3.

1.4 What is CCT supposed to achieve

Compulsory competitive tendering is seen to be one of the keys that will reform the

public sector and force it to achieve improved efficiency, increased productivity,

reduced cost and increased customer responsiveness. It will also potentially shift the

direct service delivery frrnction from government to the private seotor. Competitive

tendering is based on a theoretical framework whioh is political, economic and
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management related. All tlree complement each other and should reshape the way

government structures separation between purchaser and provider. The legislation

makes it quite clear that in order to avoid a situation 6f sonflict, an open competitive

prooess has to occur. Local government must separate the roles of purohaser/client

from the provider/service deliverer. This will have to occur if a local government

authority has decided that an in-house work area should compete and potentially win

the bid. To achieve this a different organisational structure desþed for this model of

government will be required. The reform of how an organisation is set up and

managed will have far reaohing implications in terms of local goveflment. A situation

which will apply equally to public libraries. If the library oontinues as it is ourrently

managed but as a business unit then its management may or may not be significantly

changed. Lifuary tenders, however, will be based on ou@uts and these will become

more refined as value for money beoomes more dominant Thus, a stronger

competitive element will be introduced in the delivery of library services. This could

be of benefit to public library services it could also be at a cost to services.

Competition theoretically should bring out the best performance out of the public

sector as it is claimed it aheady does with the private sector. John Emst in

Privatisation Papers examines the issue of competitiveness and the shifting of direct

service delivery including privatisation without considering the full implications of such

decisions.

The overriding point that should guide the decision to privatise is the state of
the mørket and the capøcity for competition, Iil'here the signs are

unpropitious, there is ø strong primafacie case for retaining the service in the

public sector.QD')

As Ernst states in his paper the argument in favour of privatisation is based on the

assumption that the private sector performs better than the public sector. (21) This

assumption is based on the principle that competition drives the private sector whereas

the public sector does not have to compete and can therefore afford to be complaoent.
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Privatisation involves a shift in either ownership, auspice or financing, or some

combination of these. (22) Osborne and Gaebler make it quite clear that privatisation

should not occur for the purpose of reducing services but rulher for better

government:

Privatisation is one arrow in the government's quiver. But iust as obviously,

privatisation is not the solution. Those who advocate it on ideological
grounds because they believe business is superior to government qre selling

the American people snake oil.Q3)

Inevitably, publio libraries will be affected by the issues of privatisation and

competitiveness. Currentþ public libraries in Victoria are govenrment funded and

operated. A change in political positioning could meân that libraries could become

privatised which would significantþ influence the tlpe of servioes offered to women

that continue to be delivered. If there is a situation of monopoly, competitive

tendering cailtot occur without enoouraging a situation of contestability. Q4)

Contestability is the measures used to define how competitive a service is when tested

against others. Boyd in his Making Choices in Competitive Times defines it as:

A process of comparing the competitiveness of a service or project with others

on a criteriq of quølity ønd cost. Contestability is often used qs a force or
even a threat to achieve competitiveness without the presence of real
competitors through a tendering process. Contestøbility can be used for
benchmarking, comparison with other, and is not a process iust for competitive

tendering.QS)

The political and economic reality is that contestability can potentially be used as a

coercive weapon to reduce costs and service levels. The danger lies in often not

comparing apples with apples and therefore not taking into aocount local needs which

could influence contestability results. The reality is that if a council decides that it will

not support a service that does not compare favourably to some others it could then

tender it out, privatise it or cease to provide it. Therefore, it becomes critical that

appropriate performance indicators are developed for services so that potentially
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services do not suffer adversely Performance indicators are the means by which

services can be assessed in terms of their outoomes. In the past, perfoflnance was

based on inputs, the new approach supported by tle govemment and based on

Osborne and Gaebler's performance is based on outputs. What becomes critical for

govemment is what is the budget purchasing as outoomes for service? The new

approach does not concern itself with the process involved to achieve the result but

with the outcomes and outputs. (26 ) In the oase of public libraries it will be critical

how perfoflnance indicators are determined and who will monitor that performanoe.

Agreed outputs with proper performance measures will need to be developed by the

purchaser of services whether it was being provided from an in-house provider or an

external one. Aocording to Osborne and Gaebler, govemment will have to look at

steering rather than rowing and the clearer the separation between the two the more

effective does govemance become. (27)

The danger is in assuming that all public libraries provide the exact same servioe'

If atl libraries end up being replicas of each other than the divergent needs of women

will no longer be served. Libraries may then run the risk of becsming relevant to a

nalïower group of interests and therefore, potentiaþ at risk. Benohmarks have been

used in the past to measure public library performanoe. Benchmarking is used when

there is usually no competition in a monopoly situation. In order to introduce some

form of oompetition comparative competition is introduced. This is an important

concept for libraries because all public libraries are govemment oumed and operated,

therefore, they are in effect a monopoly. This of course could change but at present

there are no other privateþ owned public libraries. The annual statistios published by

Arts Victoria on Victorian public libraries are used as a benchmark to compare

libraries and have been used in the past as a management tool for introducing

improvements. The statistics published oover broad areas of public library service and

would require additional work ifthey are to be used as an effective benchmarking tool.

Some local government authorities are also introduoing a Total Quality Management
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(TQM) approach which is seen as assisting in the introduction of CCT. TQM works

on the princþle of continuous improvement if an organisation is to remain

competitive.(2s) Public libraries would also be required to introduoe such

management changes which could potentially assist in the development of improved

services to women.

1.5 Privatisation options

Public libraries will not be able to avoid reform in the shape of some type of

privatisation. The legislation may not dictate what should or should not be

competitiveþ tendered, however, the significant budgetary costs that local government

incurs will certainly encourage councils to seek ways by which costs could be reduced

and quality service improved. There are different paths that councils could travel in

the purzuit of increased productivity and effectiveness at reduced oost. Libraries

could be made exempt and continue to operate as a direct service or they could be set

up as a cor¡ncil oumed business or service unit. Libraries could also be corporatised

and therefore set up as an independent council owned company. Library services

could also contract out service components such as technical services, computer

services, acquisitions, and even ûunagement of the library. All of these options will

have differerrl implioations for services delivered to women. The main objective is for

conncil to have a cleal. separation between the purchaser and provider if it is to fulfil

the requirements of CCT.

The guide to local govemment Making Choices in Competitive fimes,

developed for the Municipal Assooiation of Victoria by Laurie Boyd lists six broad

options for privatisation. Councils could contract out council services, establish a

business unit so that council can contract in, outsource, corporatise council services ,

sell offor a combination of the above.
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Publio libraries in Victoria have examined and undertaken some outsouroing fairly

suocessfirlly. The system of public libraries in Victoria is a decentralised one where

the state govemment provides a grant to council for the provision of library servioes

and oouncil both operates the service and fimds the balance of the expenditure.

Overall, local govemment subsidises library services up to 80% n some cases. In

trying to reduce oosts for publio library services local govemment set up cooperatives

the best example being Teohnilib a cooperative set up in the mid seventies. Technilib

was established by a number of local government authorities to provide, on a co-

operative basis, services to public libraries mainly in the technical services area.

Technical services have always been considered aî rreî of high cost for libraries where

considerable duplication occrrred and therefore a cooperative arrangement would be

cost effedtive. Any looal govemment authority has the right to join if it so chose.

Services are provided in the areas of oataloguing, processing, acquisitions, computer

services and recently the contractual responsibility for operating a library on behalf of a

local govemment authority. These do not constitute examples ofprivatised libraries.

Another model of a cooperative scheme that has been adopted by local government

is the regional library one. Regional libraries have been popular and reasonably

successfirl in Victoria. There are 67library services and more than a third are regional

libraries formed under the Act, section 196 on regional corporations. (29 ) In the past

regional libraries have provided savings to councils and produced extra benefits.

A council may also decide to corporatize its library service. Melbourne City

Council has indicated that it will corporatise a number of its services and libraries is

one of them. (30) A library could be set up similarþ to a private company with a

board of directors and ovrmership will be held by a council or corurcils. This then

creates a private service which is owned by a public political body an interesting

concept when it comes to issues of access and equity to basio information and

recreation services. Most councils will also consider the option of oontracting library
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services and the contract could be granted to an extemal body or to an in-house

business gnit. The in-house business unit could be the library or the library as apart of

alarger business unit. All of these options will have advantages and disadvantages

for libraries which will be examined in the next two chapters.

All these reforms that are taking place within local government will have far

reaching ramifications for the operation of libraries. These reforms are only following

world trends as markets beoome internationalised, technology impacting on all aq)ects

of work, and the role of governments questioned. Communities are demanding

resolutions to complex iszues and accountability from goverrment for expenditure. It

appears to be acoepted that govemments have to perform more effectiveþ with less

money. Thus new approaohes for services and new relationships with the community

are required. Such an approach is bound to impact on libraries equally as it does on

other govemment delivered servioes.

It is critical to define what the role of the public library is at present and whether

women receive services under this current role definition so thú" an evaluation can be

made of the potential impacts of CCT. The next chapter will examine the role of the

public hbrary and the services provided to women
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Chapter 2

V4omen ünd the Public LibrurY

Chapter I considered the Victorian state government's introduction of Compulsory

Competitive Tendering into local goverrment. It examined the legislation and its

implications on local government and service delivery. The legislation indicates that

looal govemment will be facing significant long term changes determining and

impaoting on the delivery of servioes. Public library services will not remain immune

to these reforms and therefore, women as users of library services will inevitably be

affected by tlese changes. In line with the new economic philosophy library services

to women will shift from a community service focus to a business focus. These

changes are not necessarily negative per se because they can potentially offer public

libraries the opporhrnity to review their services to women and repackage them

acoording to the identified diverse needs of women. The key criterion regarding

service levels to women will be how public libraries will prioritise their services based

on limited and finite budgets. Thus, it will be critical for women that public libraries

ourrently offer a level of service which responds adequately to their needs beoause the

starting point for any changes to servioes will be the existing level of service. It is

unlikely that in this economic climate public libraries will receive additional firnding for

the improvements or enhancements of service levels to women. Chapter 3 which

addresses the impacts of CCT will attempt to examine this point more closeþ.

Prior to undeftaking an anaþsis of the impact of CCT on the delivery of public

library servioes to women an examination of current services needs to occur. Chapter

2 \ry1llexamine public library services currently offered to women and will attempt to

identify the range and level of services targeting women. It will also consider whether

there are gtoups of women who currently do not use public library services because

they do not perceive them as relevant to their needs. Traditionally, public libraries
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have determined service provision based on their understanding of what the public

library's role is and how that role can be interpreted in relation to the public library's

peroeptions ofthe needs ofthe community.

2.1 The role of the public library

The role of the public library is often defined in terms that can be described as

parenthood statements. An ideal role which is perceived as inclusive and non-

discriminatory. The Libraries Board of Victoria in its Policy Directions for Library

Services in Victoria n 1991, stated that:

Library services exist in Victoria to provide for the inþrmation, education,

cultural, research qnd recreqtion needs ofindividuals, and oforganisations in
the community, government, business and industry. They provide access to

information sources and services for all Victorians, whether as children or
adults, as students, business people, policy makers or researchers. Effective
library services are essential to the growth and development of Victorians of
all ages, and to fostering the state's social, economic, political and cultural
advancement. (L)

The Commonwealth Govenrment has also attempted to define the role of the public

hbrary which seeÍrs to broadly agree with the definition given by the Libraries Board

of Victoria. This was contained in the Report of the House of Representatives

Standing Committee for Long Term Strategies 1991, where the govenrment expressed

its thoughts on the role of the publio library in terms of ftnotions. Onoe again the

emphasis was on the public library's role in the areas of recreation, information,

education, referral and advice to the library's commurity by providing resoruces ot

accessing resources for the community. 1z¡ A broadly defined role encompassing the

whole community. A similar role definition was adopted by the Library Council of

New South Wales in 1991.

The public library provides a wide range of library services and materials for
all members of the community to meet their information, education and

recreation needs. It also provides qn access point for individuals or groups
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within the community to the wider network of library and information services

provided by state, Federal, government, and university and college libraries.
(3)

A clearer and possibly more narrowly defined description is the one provided by

Michael Gorman in his artiole on academic libraries, which serves equally well for

public libraries.

The purpose of libraries is and always has been twoþld; (l) to acquire, store,

disseminqte, and allow access to carriers of lorcwledge and inþrmation in all

forms, and (2) to provide services based on those carriers of ltnowledge and

information. (4)

All of the above definitions, and in general any others adopted by individual public

libraries, assume that women as members of the community can use the library service

in its defined role. Such a broad definition of role has some intrinsic problems given

that public libraries do not have access to r¡nlimited budgets. It also assumes that the

translation of such a role into policies and services are equitably accessible and

adequateþ available to all gtoups of women within the community. There seems to

be a general consensus that public libraries me a good thing and should be available to

the whole community. This point in support of the concept of the intrinsic value of

the public library is often raised when a library is under threat of closure or is to incur a

significant reduction in budget. The Washington Post e4pressed this value of publio

library services eloquently when oolumnist Richard Cohen wrote in response to the

financial outs threatening the New York Publio Library with clozure:

A library is not a hospital, and it is not police, and it is not welfare payments'

No one ever died for lock of a book-but that in a way is the point. A
library...is the apotheosis of a city, of urban culture-afree institution open to
qll, where ...ideqs are exchønged. A library is not q basic service. It is
merely an essential one. (5'¡

Goldberg in the above article states that if public libraries are to continue to provide

relevant services to the community then they should be planning for change rather than
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teacting to change. To do this public libraries have to change to reflect the changing

needs of women within the community. For women it is critical that libraries remain

accessible and affordable if women are not to be disadvantaged-

Women are not specificaþ referred to in policy statements tlrlat altempt to define

the role of public fibraries. Even though women are predominantly the main users of

public libraries they are subzumed under the generio term communiry or included

gnder specific headings such as migrant or literacy program. Public libraries do not

express their polioy statements along gender lines. Women as consumers of library

services fall under two broad oategories as members of the general community or the

dominant cultural group that libraries serve and as individuals. That is women may

belong to specific women's target groups such as English speaking women from an

Anglo-Celtic background but who might also be a single parent or a lesbian.

Women's needs also change as they progress through the various life oycles of their

lives. Policies that define the role ofthe public library do not tend to focus, recognise

or identify these diverse needs of women as library consumers. The introduotion of

CCT could significantly impact on library services to women both as users and as

future users. The role of the public library being defined in such broad and general

terms creates the potential for con-firsion and encourages a laok of speoifi.city regarding

servioe delivery to women. It can also be interpreted by firnding authorities as lacking

in accountability, thus possibly increasing the risk of service reduction to women when

CCT is introduced.

Public libraries are firnded by the three spheres of govemment in Australia. In

Victoria, as indicated in Chapter 1, local govenrment makes the largest contribution

for library services and also has the responsibility for their operation. The role and

firnction of the library is generally determined by policies initiated and developed by

govenrment. Even though Australia has a developed national public library system it

did not have a national written policy on information public libraries until 1991. (0)
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This does not mean that prior to that public libraries did not have a policy that defined

their information role. There seems to be broad agreement by all public libraries on

this general definition of the role of the publio library. It is only at the local

community level where differences and variations emerge when individual libraries

interpret and implemented this role into service delivery. The result of this is that

individual councils have a significant impact on the direotion of the library services and

how that should translate into service detvery. This approach results in uneven

service delivery with commensurate levels of firnding from the very small library to the

large and comprehensive. The Commonwealth Goverïment has r¡ndertaken a number

of reviews and studies about the role of public libraries and has tried to define its

responsibilities for them but with no direct firnding contribution. The Commonwealth

government has direct responsibility for only the NationalLlbrary just as each state

and territory governments have responsibility for state libraries.

With the Commonwealth government libraries are located in the Commonwealth

Department of Communications and the Arts. This would suggest that libraries are

perceived as playing an information role in the commr¡nications industry and as

belonging to the cultural institutions sector. The Commonwealth govemment has just

released its cultural policy and publio libraries are included under the heading

'Information for all Australians' .

The Government will work with the states to enable the resources in librøries
throughout the nqtion to become qvqilable to all....Commonweqlth strategy is
bqsed on the concept of a Distributed Nqtional Collection of library and other
cultural materials, built through collaboration between Commonweakh, State

and local government libraries, museums ønd galleries. (7)

This policy presumably intends to influence the future direction of public libraries.

Women are inoluded under the heading all who should have access to information held

in libraries across the nation. The women's movement may have influenced policy in

a number of areas and directions but libraries have not changed signifi.cantly in terms of
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their acquisitions or services over the last twenty or thirty years. This is mainly

because of the chronic underfrrndingthat public libraries experienoe, the huge increase

in publishing output and the factthat libraries are undervalued. As Michael Gorman

reminds librarians:

Librqries ofall kinds have been underfunded, qre underfunded, and, I imagine,

will continue to be underfunded in good times and in bad...the deeper

underlying reason thqt we are underfunded is because we (and the range of
educationql/cultural institutions to which we belong) are undervalued. This

undervaluation doesn't oceur at the level of rational choice; it is part of a
larger societal vision. (8)

The undervaluing of libraries oould be as a result of the fsminisation of the

profession. Clare Beck in an artiole on reference services has drawn librarians

attention to the factthat

...gender shaped the values and practice of a profession that, in a short time at

the end oÍthe 19th century, became predominanþfemøle. (9)

She also points out that

Gender is at the centre of human society and of the way our institutions are

defined. Clearly, history has put gender at the centre of our profession in ø

unique way that deserves more analysis. (10)

The issue of libraries being undervalued in conjunction with the introduction of the

user pays principle and the emphasis on information access through technology could

have an adverse effect on public library services received by women. Chapter 3 will

examine this more closely. The public library's main emphasis is still on the purchase

of materials of general interest for adults and ohildren in predomin antIy, a book format.

Over a[ public libraries still provide what is considered to be a service to women who

are literate from an English speaking background. American user studies indicate that

most people use public libraries for light recreational reading and that women, as the
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greatest users of libraries, use them for reading romance fiction. This situation would

apply equally to Victorian public libraries. (11) Romance fiction is one of the obvious

categories where libraries expend a significant proportion of their firnds for the

purchase of adult fiction. Public libraries also purchase westem fiction targeting men as

a consumer group. Official pubtc library policies do not tend to distinguish between

the sexes in the provision of service but in practice they tend to respond to the

demands of their male and female clients differentþ. However, that doesn't prevent

libraries from assumingÍhat the needs of women and men of similar age groups or

backgrounds are somewhat the same. Such assumptions can create inconsistencies

and contradictions in the development and delivery of services to women; resulting in

some categories of women's interests, such as leiswe reading, taking precedence over

others. Based on the usage statistics public libraries do provide services to women

and it can be argued that some major aspects of library service have been developed to

target women as a oonsumer group. The issue of how and why women use or do not

use public libraries beoomes a clirtîcal one when considering the impact of CCT.

2.2 \Yomen's use of public libraries

According to an ABS survey which looked at Attendance at Selected Cultural

Venues Australia, June 1991 more women than men attended cultural institutions

Australia wide with the highest attendance level recorded for libraries. There were

2,629,300 women between the ages of 18-65+ who visited libraries in 1991 oompared

to 1,813,300 men in the same age group category That is, women's participation rates

werc 42.9o/o compared to men's which wa;s 30.4Yo; 12.6% more women attended

libraries than men. A sturly undertaken by the Australian Council of Library and

Information Services (ACLIS) Steering Committee on Funding Strategies for Public

Libraries supported this finding. The ACLIS study suggested that women wele mole

likely to be library users because they have more of the characteristics of users. This

user characteristics list was compiled from the literature survey undertaken by the
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study. In summary, these user characteristics indicated that users are likeþ to be

female, aged between 0-39 and 65+ \À/ith a minimum eduoation level of year 11,

having a moderate to high literacy proficiency level and either retired, with home

duties or a part time worker; with children still living at home and with frequent

information needs on reoreational, study and or hobby related interests. The user is

also likeþ to be a reader of books, interested in community involvement and having

been exposed to books in childhood. 1rz¡ Thus women of a cultural background that

encourages recreational reading and have a minimum level of secondary school would

be more likely to use the public library. Women who are either in part time

emplo¡anent or have home duties are also more likeþ to use public libraries. The

emphasis seetns to be on the recreational role offered by the library to women.

The ABS survey also indicated that there were differences in the particþation rate

of the states. Victoria had a participation rate of 36.2%o of the state's 3,157,100 out of

which I,I42,500 are library users and 2,014,600 are non-users. Interestingly, the

three largest states New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland have a lower

partioþation rate to the other states and territories by up to 8%u The statistics

collected and published annually on pubüc libraries in Victoria do not have

participation rates by sex thus comparisons cannot be made over time. No studies

have been undertaken to e4plain why the two largest states, NSW and Victoria,have a

lower participationrate. An influencing factor could be that these states have a higher

percentage of overseas born from non-English speaking backgrounds. Thus, possibly

fewer women of non-English qpeaking backgrounds use libraries compared to English

speaking women. This would tend to support the user characteristics that emerged

out ofthe ACLIS study.

Attendance statistics are as meaningful as frequenoy statistios for library pu{poses.

The ABS survey indicated that frequenoy ofvisits to public libraries tended to increase

with age. Up to 4S.L% ofübrary users aged 65 and over visited libraries more than
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15 times during the 12 months çompared to 23.7o/o of library users aged 25 to 34

years. This is compared with only 21.4 per cent, of those aged 65 years and over who

visited 5 or less times and 45.2o/o for those aged 25 to 34 years. (13) Therefore,

women aged 65 years and over are more likely to visit libraries at least fifteen times a

year. This is because women live longer than men and more women use libraries than

men. Also the participation rate of individuals with degrees is high for libraries but

not as high as for other cultural venues. (14) People with a Bachelor Degree or higher

qualification had a higher participation rate at all venues/activities than those with

lower qualifi.cations. (15)

The ABS survey did not discover a significant difference in the particþation rate

between the family gfoup category 36.7% and that ofthe non-family group 36.2%. (t6)

This is because reading can be both an individual activity and a family activity. When

a comparison is made between the different marital categories (35%-37%), there was

little difference between them except for a slightly higher rate for those nevet married,

mainly students at 4l.4yo and a significantþ lower rate for those widowed at 27.7Yo.

(17) The survey also looked at attendainoe by country ofbirth and found that:

...aJter the Americas (58.3 per cent), people born in the United Kingdom ønd

Ireland had the highest participation rate (47.7 per cent). There wqs no

difference between the participation røte for people born in Australia and

those born outside Australia (18)

Although the figures indicate that there is no difference between Australian born and

those born outside Australia there are other faotors such as age or the pulpose of a

visit for example, that need to be considered ifthe figures are 1s þe meaningfirl.

The attendance figures provided by ABS are usefirl as general indicators of library

partioþation. More specific studies will need to be undertaken by libraries for the

puq)oses of CCT to establish more closely the pattems and category of usage by
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women. Issues involving questions of aooess and equity to resources are considered

important in the way libraries attempt to provide services to their community. These

are incorporated in the definition of the role of the library as mentioned on page 32.

Diffioulties arise when public libraries have to determine how expenditure is to be

allocated in terms of purchase of resouroes, establishment and running of specific

services and programs, and ensuring access to information resorrrces from other

inform¿tion providers to all users and often potential users. This complex issue will

have to be considered next when looking at specific services and programs that

libraries offer to women.

2.3 Public library services and programs for rryomen

Public libraries are part of the ideological discourse of Western culture. As

institutions representative of the mainstreanr, public libraries have played a significant

role in affirming and endorsing the prevailing cultural values. Public libraries are

peroeived to be the custodians of knowledge through time and as playing a role in

inculcating these cultural values to outside or marginal groups. (19) Public libraries

have traditionally attempted to provide services to both the in<lividual md groups.

Such a philosophically contradictory approach has served the public library in its

efforts to provide services to both its traditional users and non-traditional users.

William Birdsall articulated this contradictory philosophical role of the hbtary in his

article '?ublic Libraries and Political Culture", as a potentialthreat, but also benefit for

the public library's future.

Does public library ideology, consisting of a varieþ of elements drøwn from
conservqtism, socialism, and liberqlism, result in both ideological confusion

and in library goals and progroms what are ambiguous and contradictory?
For example, the liberal commitment to individual selffulfilment that underlies

the library profession's commitment to intellectual freedom often comes up

against the library's more conseryative role as the preserver of community

memory and values. By making availøble to the individual a wide range of
cosmopolitan ideqs the library qssumes the role of change agent and threat to

the community norms. Q0)
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As individuals, women have received library services that catered for their

recreation needs within an English speaking middle-class environment. Women who

were literate, of an English, speaking cultural background have been the main users of

public libraries. Public libraries, however, also perceived themsefues as cultural

institutions which should provide services to groups of women who did not belong to

the mainstreanl Public libraries provide r ran5e of services and programs to

individual women and various groups. There are however, significant variations with

the level and degree of service provision across the state. Each library provides

quantitatively and qualitativeþ a different service, even though there is a basic level of

library service that would be offered by all. These variations are a refleotion of looal

political emphasis, local budgets, population served, size of library service and whether

the pubic library is a single municipal service or a regional library service. But most

importantly, the professional input of the librarians who significantly influence the

direction of the library servioe. Services offered and sed by women differ from

library to library and vary depending on where a wolnan happens to live. There are

differences in use between the Eastem suburbs and the Westem zuburbs of Melbourne,

between Tnner Metropolitan Melboume and Outer Melbourne. Even though,

circulation figures do not show loans by sex, it can be deduced from the pattem of

usage that English speaking women from a more afluent background, as indicated by

the ABS survey, are more likely 16 þs higher users of libraries. Ciroulation figures, for

example, for the Box Hill-Doncaster Librtry Service (Eastern suburbs) had a tufllovel

rate of 8.48 compared to the Moonee Valley Regional Ltbrary Service (Western

suburbs) of 4.20. Qt)

When it comes to particular groups of women using the library the limited

information available indicates a different pattern of use. Resources targeting women

of non-English speaking background, for example, have been offered since the 1970's

in Victoria. The "Annual Survey of Victorian Public Libraries 1992-1993", indicates
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that the total number of books in languages other than English (LOTE) was 280, 931

in Victoria out of atotal8,O75,876 number of books. (22) An increase from 243,502

in 19S8-1989 for LOTE out of a tot"a|7,896,936 of books. (23) This figure under-

represents the number of individuals from a non-English speaking background thal

live in Victoria. What it does indicate however, is that libraries consider i1 important

to provide books and other library materials in languages other than English to reqpond

to the needs of other culture groups. Migrant women arc targeted by libraries and a

variety of resources are purchased to respond to their needs. The availability of

resources is the prime focus of publio libraries, how relevant these resources are to the

needs of women served is unclear. Once again, when a comparison is made between

Moonee Valley Regional Library and Box Hill-Doncaster even though Moonee Valley

Regional Library has a collection of 33,471of LOTE books it has a circulation figure

of 135,143,whereasBoxHill-Doncasterhasacollection of 5,726 LOTEbooks anda

circulation figure of 54,970. çt¡ The available statistical information on the use of

publio libraries is inadequate. Public libraries will have to undertake research to

determine patterns of current use and potential use of their libraries by women if they

are to continue providing relevant services to women.

The ideological basis upon which a library has developed its service provision will

determine the frrnding allocation of resources and will determine the level of service

women will receive. Thus, collection development vad management beoomes a key

policy area for library services to women glen that libraries spend $16,620,411 or

l7o/o out of tle state's total library budget of $87,634,383. The second highest,

following salaries, consuming $53,418,041 or 6l%o. out of $87,634,383. Qs) An

amount which is comparativeþ low and inoreasingly threatened when oonsidered

against a background of huge annual publishing outputs, the ever increasing cost of

technology and reducing or static library budgets. With the introduction of micro-

economic reform public library oollection budgets will be significantþ impacted. If

services to women are not to be adverseþ affeoted, public libraries will have to plan
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strategicaþ to enzure that women continue to receive services relevant to their needs.

Access to resources will become the most critical factor as public libraries will

increasingly depend more on resources not held in their übrary'

2.3.1 Access to information services

Information services can be as broad or as narrow across the spectrum of

inform¿tion provision. Overall, public libraries provide what would be considered to

be the traditional area of information provision; access to specific materials rather than

researchprovision. Research or in depth searches ofresources tend to be provided by

other library sectors suoh as the tertiary or special. This does not prevent public

libraries from particþating more actively in the provision of on-line access to

information resources beyond the confines of their library walls. Access to

information resources from a plethora of an ever expantling information supply can be

ohallenging but also confüsing. Women as library users need to be able to have access

to useful information. With the introduction of the concept ofuser pays for access to

information through on-line searches of databases it becomes critical that the

information accessed is in a useful and relevant form.

Information is random and miscellaneous, while knowledge is orderly and

cumulqtive. Information is the rqw stufffrom which l¡nowledge is derived; but

inþrmation must be organised to foster connections qnd relevant

interpretations before it will lead to knowledge. (26)

If public libraries are to continue firlfi[ing their role, it is importmt that libraries

activeþ pafücþúe in the dissemination of information to women based on their needs.

As firnding levels become increasingly threatened it becomes more important for public

libraries to enzure that women have access to information according to their needs.

The 1991 Report of the House of Representatives Standing Committee for Long Term

Strategies on Australia As an Information Society, identified a number of iszues that
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had to be addressed by Australia's information institutions, if Australia is not to fall

behind as an information society.

The essential element is to enhance the community's use of information but to
qchieve this end attention needs to be paid to the capacity of domestic

information technology to øid in the collection, collation, trqnslation and

dissemination of inþrmation. The øbility of individuals and institutions to

access that inþrmation and to transfer it into knowledge is also important and

is based on the capacity of the education system to impart inþrmation skills.

The capacity of our institutions to store and presewe information is also a part
of this process and is a matter of long term concern. None of these processes

cqn be considered in isolation if Australia is going to develop effictive policies

and strategies for its further development. Q7)

Basic reference services are provided by public libraries and the occasional

monograph title on and for women may be purchased but the emphasis is certainly not

on oonsciousþ selecting for and about women. Nor is there an emphasis on what

needs women may have that have not been e4pressed as demands beyond their needs

in the recreation area. With the availability of Internet in Australia, aocess to

resources will be enhanced dramatically. There is a problem though for publio

libraries, because unlike academic libraries, they are not members of the Internet. The

danger in allowing this situation to continue is that public libraries could beoome

irrelevant to the inform¿tion needs of the community. Therefore, public libraries

could be inadvertently assisting io further widening the gap between the information

rich andthe information poor. Q8) In fact, if as in the United States, Intemet aocess

is made accessible to general members of the public then the same wafldng that applies

to the United States will apply to Australia.

I believe we desperately need to extend participation to the general public,
even with all the accompanying problems of overcrowding, silliness and

unproductive activity. Otherwise in 20 years we'll have a society with iust
two clqsses: the 'Knows' and the 'løtow-not'. (29)

The Report of the House of Representatives Standing Committee for Long Term

Strategies on Australia As An Information Society: Grasping New Paradigms,

also highlighted the risk once commercialisation of information occurred and
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information is then treated as a commodity. The report acknowledged that in

Australia the situation already existed where there were two oategories of people the

information poor and the information rich and that some appropriate measures would

have to be introduced if Australia is to avoid the creation of a new class structure with

the information poor at the bottom. (30)

Women would be the most at risk ofjoining the information poor atlhe bottom of

the class structure. Women ne ah:eady over represented in the group category with

the lowest incomes, therefore, if these women sannot have free access to information

via the public library they will be further disadvantaged. The issue of user pays oan

only adversely impact on women if libraries decide to introduce oharging by format.

I believe charging the sort of direct fees that impose a baryier to access to

services will ultimately lead to less support for libraries, and that format-
oriented charging in particular will eventually start to undermine the very

basis þr public librøries. (31)

Libraries are firnded by all tax payers based on their role but in practice tley do not

provide services to all. In Victoria 36.4yo of Victorians were users of publio libraries.

That means that another 66.6% did not use public libraries. With the

commercialisation of information and the introduction of business principles in the

running of public libraries the issue of those who use the service and benefit from it

should also pay for it could become a reahty. As Jennifer Cramm reminds public

librarians public libraries do not have a secure government financial base.

White the public library is not, in Australia revered as fundamental to the

nation's vølues to the same extent as it is in the United States, the Australian
pubtic library is as much an anomaly in our society as it is in theirs. ITthile

there is ø mandøte þr public libraries in Australia, they have no secure fiscal
niche at any level ofgovernment. (32)
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The question of user pays for access to information is not the only issue that would

disadvantage women on low incomes. The issue of information literacy is another

important factor which could further disadvantage women. Women who have not

developed the neoessary information literacy skills to access information will be

effectiveþ excluded from sources of information. As databases grow manipulating

them to extract relevant information becomes a skill which requires considerable

training and afluence.

Inþrmation literacy defines the ability of an individuql to select ønd øpply ø

variety of appropriate inþrmation skills and strategies in order to effectively

handle information tasks. (33)

There is a further diffioulty when dealing with access to information for women

which needs to be addressed by public libraries first. The iszue of knowing what it is

that l-wolnan requires or should know about which is relevant to her needs. That is

public libraries developing a proactive approach to the provision of information and

information access. Women should be able to access these services but as John Levett

said:

In my view there is only inþrmation injustice and everything we do as a
profession should be directed towards correcting intrinsic imbalances in qccess

and even awareness. Many people don't lcnow that they don't lcrtow, don't
lØow that they could know, ønd never become aware of their right to know, let
alone learning how to futow. Q4)

Public libraries, if they are to continue providing relevant services to women, will

have to ensure tlat not only information is made accessible but that the library

develops and mttnttins in-house collections that refl.ect the needs of these women.

With the increasing emphasis on access to resources through databases rather than the

purchase of items, public libraries may be jeopardising one of the roles of the public

library.
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2.3.2 Collections for women

Collection management policies of public libraries determine what libraries will

purchase or not purchase for inclusion in their collections. Inoreasingly public

libraries are responding more to demand than to planned purchases because of reduced

purohasing budgets. This practice would detrimentaþ impaot on the prinoiple of

access to resources for the community as a whole, if libraries respond to demand

without planning for collection development. The danger could be that public

libraries could provide high tlemand services to a deoreasing population base.

Collection management, as we head for the year 2000, is where we will of
necessity first come to terms with whqt we have understood to be the

dffirences between the demands of the public librøry as information centre

and the public library as repository of public knowledge' QS)

Public libraries provide an important role in the provision of recreation services. A

service that tends to be used more by women than men. Public libraries have to

continue providing recreation services which means they will have to continue to

purchase resorrrces inthat ar:ea. It is importantthat publio libraries in their pursuit of

a business focus do not forget the recreation role they provide to women.

First, our øttempts to 'defeminize' our image have cøused us to put down the

importance of recreation. But recreation is essential to humøn beings, and in
every human culture one of the most important forms of recreation is
storytelling. In other words fiction. (36)

One way of ensuring that public libraries can continue to provide the required

resorrrces to women users is through The Distributed National Collection. The

Distributed National Collection is:

The aggregation ofall collections in Australia which are recorded in generally

accessible databqses and are accessible, either in person or viq inter-library
document supply, to users with bona fide reasons for access. The Distributed
Nationql Collection is comprehensive in relqtion to Austrqliana and selective

in relation to the rest oJ' the world as present and Juture needs of Australia
require. (37)
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It is importantthatpublic libraries oontinue to expend signifi.cant firnds on the purchase

of resources. To effectiveþ achieve this, public libraries have to coordinate their

purchasing by maximising unique purchases and minimising unnecessary duplication.

A planned approach to collection development and management will have to occur for

the state's publio hblary resources. Ifpublic libraries do not undertake such a planned

approach then they may effectively be undermining the long term viability of the public

library.

...the public library's claim to support is that in providing such access to

individuals it perþrms a tqsk essential þr the continuøtion of a democratic
societlt, q tdsk generally acknowledged to be of signtficance to not only
individuals but the community, including individuqls who may never directly
use the librøry. (38)

Collections available in public libraries tend to focus on current useÍs. Public

libraries will have to consciousþ broaden their selection if they are to target other

groups ofwomen as well as literate middle-class women.

Libraries have a long, depressing history of hostility toward working-class
people of either sex, and, whether we admit it or not, when we don't buy whøt

they want to read, we send the message "we don't want your kind in our
library". Working people are not stupid; they get the message. And they
(especially men) stay away from the library in droves...lle have tried to

change, of course. Infact our heavy emphasis on "inþrmation serttices" over

the past 30 years cqn be seen as a parþ unconscious attempt to gain status for
the library in a culture where male values still have more prestige than female
ones. (39)

In general public libraries provide recreation material for women in the form of

fiction books, such as ronriltces, mysteries and fantasy, magannes, music cassettes and

oompact discs. In the non-fiction area libraries focus on books and other formats in

the arts and craft area, cooking, health and gardening. These are the resorrces that

predominantly women tend to borrow from libraries. There is very little material for

the information and recreation needs of other groups of women. For example women

from a non-English background, women who work in factories, indigenous wome4
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unemployed women or baffered women. Thus collection development and

management become critical if public libraries are to respond to the needs of all

women within their community. The publishing market is huge and libraries cannot

afford to purohase all publications, a selection process has to take place. It is only

when ahbrary makes a consoious decision that it will purchase materials for and about

women that a planned approach for the needs of women beyond the traditional

recreation needs can occur. Certainly, libraries have become quite good at purchasing

fiction books that target women. Romances, mainly in English, published in English

qpeaking countries. Potentiaþ, when CCT comes into place library servioes provided

to current women users could be under threat and other women would not even be

considered. For example public libraries that have developed speoific programs in

response to the needs of groups of women would be in a better position to argue for

the retention ofsuch services.

2.3.4 Specific programs targeting women

A public library is more tlrLan a collection of books. It is an active part of the

community. A community centre where a number of community aotivities take place.

Some libraries have developed a ran9e of programs that target specific groups of

women such as an English as a second language class for migtant women or a

women's community arts project, a women's writing group or a women's literacy

group. These progranrc are not provided consistently across the board and are not

perceived to be a core service. When looking at the "Annual Survey of Victorian

Public Libraries 1992-1993", there is no mention of programs or specific collections.

The emphasis seems to be on the purchase and circulation of library materials. Public

libraries do play a significant role in the provision of traditional services to women but

they do not target the diversity of women's interests. Public libraries still maintain the

traditional approach of expecting users to come to them. Further, there is little

research undertaken into the library's community to ensure that the library is in fact
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reflecting that community's needs. Public libraries that take a proactive approach to

service delivery and work in with other local community organisations are more likely

to continue receiving financial suppofi.

...pubtic libraries have long considered themselves educqtional institutions, we

have adopted a passive stance; we are there þr anyone, but everyone must

make the effort to come to our doors, or call us. Librarians insist on calling
this stance neutral, when it is simply passive. (40)

Public libraries have not modified their emphasis moving towards a more

customised service approach. The result of this is that they expose libraries to an

increased ftnding threat as individuals move elsewhere for service provision. Osbome

and Gaebler in their Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit is

Transforming the Public Sector, inolude public libraries in their evaluation of the

public sector.

And yet traditional public institutions still offer one-size-fits-all
services...Traditional public libraries still offer only books, newspapers and

møgazines. Il'hen consumers occustomed to choices confront public
institutions that offer stqndqrdised services, they increasingly go elsewhere.

(41)

Osborne and Gaebler quote the example of the Oakland Public Llbrary in Califonria.

The first point they argue is that the Head Librarian was appointed to zurvey the

library's community to determine whether the library was relevant to the needs of the

community. As a result of that suruey a number of programs where established to

tnget groups that where not using the library. Migrants and children where found to

be neglected groups. Programs for migrants and children were introduced to attrrct

these groups. Literaay proglams were established, a bookmobile service for

Indigenous Americans, lawyers in the library program, a free income tax service and a

books-on-tape library for groups such as the tlmong who have no written language.

(42') Public libraries in Victoria have tried to respond to similar needs in their

or¡rnmunities but with varying degrees of success. Often the argument used to justtfy
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inaction has tended to be that because zuch services are specialised services they are

more ex¡lensive. All women are potentially, important customers of public library

services because of their varied indivirlual needs but also as parents, workers and

partners. As in the Oakland library example, children of migrants will not use the

public library if the parents, usually the mother, cannot see the relevance and

usefulness of the services offered. Public libraries cannot afford to ignore non-

traditional users within their community if they are to continue receiving firnding from

the whole oommunity. The question of access to servioes becomes even more critical

when it is considered within a changing environment impacted by technology.

2.4 Technology and future direction

It is becoming apparent that the future direction of public libraries lies in the way

technology will be used to ensure access to resources by the community. Women as

the majority users of public libraries, will be impacted by changes in quantity and

quality of resources and programs as well as by the effects of information technology.

Information technology is changing forever the way in which people create,

disseminate qnd access information. ...The ovailability of affordable desktop

workstations, coupled with computer networks, has the potential to deliver any

information, at any time, anltwhere, and qny way I want to look at it (42)

The super highway costs and the commercial specialists that are cropping up who

provide better services than libraries can undermine the current provision of library

services. The Distributed National Collection should provide opportunities for public

libraries to maximise their purchasing potential and to evaluate the strengths of their

collections. It also provides them with the opportunity to develop some specialist

colleotions for women available actoss the state.

Qþanges in the demographics of women will have to be addressed by public

libraries. The inoreasing number of ageing women who may require increased
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housebound services, the increasing number of migrant women from Asian countries

who have different cultural experiences and eqtectations of libraries; the increasing

mrmber of gnemployed and homeless women, the issue of women's health and legal

rights and the increasing number ofwomen who are in the workforce. All these iszues

will need to be considered in the provision of services to women.

Technology could be used by public libraries to enhance aocess to information or it

could be used as a barrier to further inhibit non-traditional women users from using the

library. The mandate that public libraries currently have demands that they cater to

the needs of the whole oommunity. Thus, proposed ohanges that will occur because

of CCT should be seen as an opportunity by public libraries to improve the relevance

and effectiveness of their services to women. The possibility of user pays is a real

threatto women *[s sannot afford to access information. The complexities of public

library indexes and catalogues further disadvantage women who are not traditional

library users. Teohnology is changing the notion of 'free' because of a distinotion that

is being made on the basis of if it is costing libraries money to access other databases

then that cost should be passed on to the customer. The question of need and

affordability has to be retained if public libraries are not to assist in the creation of the

information poor.

A debate should not look at competing claims on a shrinking system, but cover

a broad brush øpproach to change which recognises that we cannot undermine

others without undermining ourselves. ll'omen need to translate individualism

and dffirence into a model which recognises and vqlues diversity but

recognises communality as well. (44)

Chapter 3 will examine the impact of CCT on the delivery ofpublic library services

to women. Women are the majority users of library services but the services provided

to women by public libraries in Victoria differ aoross the state. Thus, the impact of
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CCT will also differ from counoil to council reflecting differing polioy priorities. To

ensure tlat women are not the losers ofthis process of reform public libraries will have

to strategically plan their services so that they are in tune with the needs of tleir

customers.
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Chapter 3

CCT: Women ünd Public Libtaty Services

Winners and Losers

In chapter I this thesis examined the state government's proposed changes to local

government and looked at some of the implications in terms of legislative

responsibilities and library service provision to women. Chapter 1 concluded that

CCT will impaot on library services to women. The nature of the changes themselves

will be determined by the espoused values which will underpin the policies developed

by cogncils for the delivery of library services to women. Potentiaþ, CCT has the

ability to enhance the level and quality of library servioes offered to women. This

argument, however, should be countered by the potential danger library services to

women are facing, beoause of the question of firnding levels and the possible focussing

on savings and oost reductions rather than service needs. Chapter 2 looked at t,he

services offered by public libraries focusing on Victoria and indicated that even though

women were the majority users of public library services, the services they were

offered and used tended to be the traditional recreation services. Women with

specific library information needs received an inconsistent level of service which varied

from library to library. Chapter 2 also considered the range of services that libraries

could be offering and the impact of information technology on the future provision of

public library services. It also concluded that not all women are recipients of library

services even though they are entitled to a service aocording to the desþated role of

public libraries. Further, I have indicated that CCT could enhance the level of service

provided because ofthe increased accountability and monitoring required which forces
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services to be explicit in their quality and quantity of service. But for this to occur on

an equitable basis there needs to be an agreement on the 'value' gt ren to the concept

of 'free' library services to all women. If, however, CCT is used as a mechanism for

the reduction and control of public library budgets then the situation beoomes more

difficult for libraries as they struggle to provide servioes to both their traditional

women customers and the non-traditional customers with reduced budgets. Chapter

3 wilt now look closeþ at the introduction of CCT in local govenrment and how that

will ohange the provision of library services to women across Victoria.

3.1 Applying CCT to public library services

Most of the literature on the introduction of CCT in Victoria tends to support the

concept of competitive tendering because of the notion that competitive tendering has

the potential to lower the cost to government without reducing service levels. There

is not a clear agreement between expert economists on the benefits and costs of CCT

in Victoria at the local government level, although most sçsnomists agree that

oompetition and competitive tendering could only be beneficial. 1r¡ Recently, there

has been an increase in the number of voices expressing caution at the rapidity with

whioh Victoria's local governments have moved to embrace CCT without having had

sufficient time to assess the long term impaots of CCT on local govemment services.

One zuoh expert, Michael Paddon of the Public Sector Research Centre, University of

NSW, waflxs about the dangers of rushing CCT in Victoria, describing it as 'going in

the opposite direction of a one way street'. He indicates that Victoria's local

govenrments have been so enthusiastic in embracing CCT that they are aheady in the
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prooess of putting out to tender 50% of their total budgets, well in advance ofthe state

govemme'lrt' s legislated requirements. (2)

paddon peroeives this as a dangerous precedent because of its possible national

ramifioations if this unchecked enthusiasm spreads to the other states.

... the state government hqs rushed into compulsory competitive tendering

beþre considering the full range of issues...the fervour gripping victoria will
increqse the pressure to prematurely introduce CCT in other states (with the

exception of Queensland the only Labor state government). (3)

The potential serious ramifications, if indiscrimin¿1s esmPetitive tendering of library

services occuÍed on a national basis, is significant and public library services to

women may suffer irrevooable damage. Unless adequate researoh is undertaken to

demonstrate the real benefits and disadvantages of privatisation, issues of access and

equity of library services to women oould be under threat. Michael Paddon firther

waflts about the emphasis given to oost savings and the danger in treating public sector

services as if they were market driven private businesses.

'Compulsory Competitive tendering is a one-way street,'... It's the sort of
change once you've taken it, you cøn't reverse'...CCT has þcussed too

narrowly on cost issues and that promoters of CCT were treating public sector

services as though they were market driven. I think we need to be wary of that

because in a lot of areaswhere public provision takes place there isn't really

the opportunity þr competition nor should there be...In some areqs we should

be intent to ensure people get a service irrespective ofwhat they can pay for it.

(4)

Stephen Jones, chief executive of Wigan Metropolitan Borough Council in

England, expressed similar views to Paddon on his recent visit to Melboume as a

fellow of RMIT's facuþ of business and the institute of municipal management.
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The Victorian approach of setting percentages beþre analysing which services

should be subject to competitive tendering, indicated that potential benefits

might not be optimised. councils were under pressure to implement maior

economic change beþre boundary restructure was completed, leaving only

limited time þr the ønalysis required to ensure the best long-term results. (5)

There is a further is$re that needs to be oonsidered in relation to public library

services which is raised by John Emst, a Victorian academic. Ernst suggests that CCT

is based on the notion that the public sector should fimction in a similar manner to the

private sector. He warns against the transference of private business practices and

requirements to govenrment business without considering the faotors that make

goveflrment business different to big business.

Local government is dffirent to a business corporation; it is about

governance, stewardship, inclusiveness, equity , local choice and local control.

These fundamentally important elements of local government are at risk under

ccr. (6)

This applies in particular in the human services area where the iszue of service

delivery is more complex than in the physical services area which tends to be more

straightforward. (7> Emst indicates that what has happened in Victoria is more rudtcal

and ultimateþ threatening to local democracy compared to Britain where reform has

been introduced in a more selective and planned manner. There are six major areas

where he raises sceptioal concsflls about the introduction of CCT. All of them 'are

areas that would impact and affect library services to women. First, he questions the

extent of claimed savings and indicates that it is far more conservative than what had

been initiaþ indicated concluding that a modest Lverrge of 6.5%o in savings applies to

Britain after competitive tendering. This supports the position put forward by
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Stephen Rimmer from the Industry Commission Cmberra, in his "Competitive

Tendering and Contraoting: Theory and Research" article, that the evidence does not

indicate in the case of Victoria's local govenrment that reduoed costs are achieved

when a service is contraoted out. (s)

These are all issues that have relevance and play a significant role in the provision

of library services to women. The issue of inclusiveness, equify, local ohoice and

control will all be firndamental to the continuation of existing and developing future

library services to women. If these princþles are at risk than services to women

would also be at risk. As indicated in chapter 2, because Viotorian local govenrment

is currently under the direction of state govemment appointed commissioners and not

elected councillors, it is probable that decisions will be made on a different political

basis than by counoillors who would have to face the local community at the next

election. In fact, the changes to local govemment are seen by some former

councillors as undermining the independent legitimacy oflocal democracy.

...the changes will do more than save, that councils and elected councillors qre

being stripped of their real, powers and turned into mere service providers

instead of being another level of government. (9)

The second issue of concern raised by Ernst is the danger of treating the diverse

rânge of services provided by local government as a standardised common commodiry

that is one standard library product received by all. This is very significant to public

libraries because, as indicated in chapter 2, publio libraries are a coqplex multifaceted

service which aims to cater for the needs of the whole community. He also indicates

that competition is inappropriate in areas which depend on cooperation and
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collaboration. Publio libraries are a good example of cooperative and collaborative

models of service provision and oompetition could potentially change this as libraries

compete for business. The difficulty in monitoring and managing contracts is also

raised as a conceflt that could impact on the quality of service delivery. His final point

is a politioal one about the state government's agenda in introducing CCT and the

reform of local government. Ernst sees CCT as presenting the greatest threat to local

choice and local services in the history of modern local govemment in this state.

Whether this is an accurate assessment of the state goverrment's political agenda or

not is an issue which is less critical than the fact that local govenrment is undergoing

massive restructure. State govemment commissioners have been appointed to take

oharge of councils, new accounting regulations have been introduoed, a change to the

financial year will be implemented on I July 1995 and CCT has already come into

effect since I October 1994. All these radical reforms are occurring simultaneousþ

over a compressed period oftime. (ro)

As indicated in chapter 1 the state govenrment believes that these economic issues

are opportunities for local government to govern local communities more effectiveþ

than they have in the past. The state govenrment upholds Osborne and Gaebler's

preoept of the government's role as steering and not rowing. That good govefllance

is about developing policies for the needs of the oommunity and in particular that the

customer has a choice when competition enters the market. (11) The commercial

market, however, does not always perform equally and equitably and therefore ohoice

can be limited to iszues of affordability or knowledge. Furthermore, in Victoria, there

are some problems with the concept of customer choice as there seems to be a
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deliberate move away from oonsultation with commr¡nities to surveys and customer

feedback. Inevitably, the effect of this is that the service deals with the needs of

individuals and not the needs of commrurities.

Individual transactions and claims are recognised to the exclusion ofcollective
action and group claims. This atomises collective needs qnd reduces the

scope forjoint action designed to influence the process ofdemocrøtic decision-

making. (12)

In the area of service delivery to women the concept of responding to the collective

as well as the individual has been important for libraries as they developed servioes

targeting paficular groups of women. Thus, a change in the way indicated could

potentially set up the individual against the collective resulting in women with highel

needs becoming losers as the colleotive voioe is no longer listened to or heard.

ultimately, the danger may be that what determines the basis for CCT will be savings

will dominate the decision making process in the selection of services to be subjeoted

to a tendering process.

The literature on CCT consistentþ agrees on one point and that is that the main

motivating factor for the introduction of tendering a service should not be based soleþ

on cost savings. Each service needs to be considered separateþ based on the

requirements for the delivery ofthat service.

...if the contracting process is led by financial considerations then it is likely
that it will be øwarded principally on the basis of price. In such a situation
contracting may often lead to an undesirable erosion of quality. This

possibility is particularly alarming given that the current increase in CTC has

been directly associated with the fiscal pressures føcing governments at all
levels. (13)
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King fi¡ther wams that it is important to assess services prior to making a decision

about tendering them out or not. The ramifications would be considerable to public

library services to women if oareful thought is not applied to how library services will

be tendered and on what basis.

To rush helter skelter into universal or even majority contracting out at any

level of government may lead to higher costs. The decision to introduce

competitive tendering for a government service is not an obvious win-win

situation but must be considered on a case-by-case basis. Il'hile søvings may

be reaped (at least by the government) by sensible application of CTC, it does

not offer d panqced to public sectorfiscal constraints. (14)

Public libraries will be impacted by CCT and thus services to women will be

affected. It is therefore, important that public libraries prepare for CCT if they are to

ensure that services to their curïent users are not detrimentally affected. These

decisions are not value free and will be based on the current dominant philosophy of

how the oouncil perceives the importanoe of these services and whether the concept of

user pays and the significance of reoreation continue to be seen as a cor¡noil

reqponsibility. It is inevitable that the way libraries are managed will be changed to

reflect CCT options of in-house or external providers. The first thing that has to

occrr if a public library is to ensure that its current users do not suffer, is to review its

servioes before it can even consider whether the library service is suitable and ready to

competitiveþ go out on the market.

3.1.1 Reviewing and assessing current public library services

As indicated in chapter 2 public library services appeff to have a dual and

potentiaþ contradictory role of service provision being both generalists and
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Weoialists. This puts public libraries in a nther difficult or different category because

of their broad brief At present libraries attempt to respond to the diverse needs of

their oommunity. This situation will be far more difEcult to continue with beoause

once definite budgetary decisions are mùde, public libraries may not be able to respond

to the needs of a new group of women unless that need has been anticipated. Public

libraries will have to predict well in advance who they will respond to and this has the

potential for libraries 1e improve the effectiveness of services to women. Public

libraries will have to define their services preciseþ and olearþ as to who their

customers arc and what services do they currently receive. They will also have to

determine whioh services should be continued and whioh should no longer be offered.

There is inadequate information at present to indioate the use made of publio libraries

by women and there is less research in the area of women as non-users of library

services. The oombination of limited information on women as library users and the

pressures for cost reductions or rationalisations could ultimately adverseþ affect the

public library services received by women. If charges for servioes where introduoed

that would disoriminate against women who cannot afford to pay. The situation is

further compounded when the other challenges facing public libraries are considered.

Technology and the concept of the global library is one such highly significant factor.

Political and economic values will determine whether current services are

considered to be useful and should be retained or should be abolished because they are

too narrowly focused and costþ. Another consideration could be whether public

fibraries should be focussing more on moving towards access to information through

high technology at the expense of their traditional role. The performance of public
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libraries will be taken into account when these determinations are being made. The

number of loans, whioh seems to be often used as a key indioator in performanoe

appraisaf should be an insufficient measure for the determination of whether a service

should be continued. The needs of other areas of service that have not been provided

because ofinadequate firnding should also be considered. Women who have not been

able to express their need for library servioes and have resorted to other 'sources' of

information for their needs should als be considered if the public library is to provide

servioes to the community. Inadequate research on the value ofthe library for women

and how that benefits the community could ultimately oost library services for women.

The danger is that costs could obscure the issues facing public libraries. The

current amalgamations of councils and the appointment of commissioners could also

further comptcate the situation for public libraries. The commissioners will have to

determine how to amalgamate their public libraries and oonsider the redevelopment or

closure of libraries to reflect the perspective of a larger looal govenrment identity alid a

smaller budget. The issue shall be what is the basis for the preferred option and how

to balance it against the needs of the community, when what currentþ exists has not

had the opportunity of community input to determine what is relevant and how

libraries oan change 16 ¿sssmmodate it. Finally, public libraries are not formally

'perceived' as cultural institutions that serve predomin¿6þ the needs of women and

therefore, all these changes will significantþ impact on women who may not realise

that they are major users of publio libraries.
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The assessment of services and their review will determine what the tender

speoifi.cations should include. Potentially, libraries could be competitively tendered

out from whole sen¡ices to qpecific progtammes or firnotions of services. How

services are costed during this process will significantly impact on what is retained or

not retained. The question of the role of local govenrment in the provision of library

services vis-a-vis the state and federal governments could again arise and even affect

how m¡rch looal govenrment is prepared to subsidise public libraries as libraries move

towards oomp etitive tendering.

3.1.2 Going out to tender

The decision to go out to tender for the library service should arise after the council

has determined its polioy position in relation to CCT. The existence of a somewhat

negative impression of public servants that can be held by politicians can sometimes

affeot the decision making prooess. Osborne and Gaebler desoribe this view succinctþ

when they say that:

The typicøt public employee, in fact resents that he or she occasionally has to

worry about revenues-because budgets fall short or taxpayers revolt. The

police, the librarians, the sociøl workers-most believe they are doing God's

work, and the public should be grateful. They are often iustified in this

opinion. But can you imagine the creativity they would turn loose if they

thought qs much about how to make money as they do about how to spend it?
(1s)

In the case of librarians such a view could affect the way the counoil sees the role

of the library as representing the view of the librarian. In general though, the
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dominant driving force for going out to tender would be the fact that the potential for

reducing costs is increased when competition is introduced.

Competition between potential bidders creates incentives to minimise costs and

or/develop products that provide a competitive edge in a market. Even where

contrqcts are qwarded to in-house bidders, the threat of competition can

provide powerful incentives to discover leqst cost methods of producing

various goods and services. (16)

This is seen as offering improved benefits to the community by ensuring that costs

are kept to the minimum whilst maintaining service levels. It also forces govemment

services to change from the previous situation of being protected when oompared to

the open market.

(ccT)...is an alternative to the traditional method of delivering public services,

charqcterised by monopoly in-house provision, where public sector agencies

are sheltered-by rules and regulations from competition from other public or
private sector organisations. (L7)

Now that publio libraries will have to provide services within a competitive

environment. It is difficult to gauge though whether the focus on competitiveness will

have some negative impact on Servioe delivery to women. This oan only be

determined over a period of time where performance outputs are compared prior and

post CCT. What has to be remembered is that all councils retain policy and planning

responsibilities even though the library service may have been contracted to an external

or intemal bidder. Govemance rem¿ins the council's reqponsibility. Such an

arrangement though does put the service at arms length from the council and has

therefore, the potential for council to reduce or abolish services and deflect community

reaction.

However, through legally binding contracts governments remain ultimately

responsible þr the management of service provision. Thus, CTC provides a
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convenient 'half way house' between public production and private owrership.

(18)

It is ditrcult to determine how the concept of half way house between public and

private oumership will work in the long term. What it does, however, is indicate

clearþ that government will be directþ responsible for far fewer services.

One of the significant determinants in deciding whether a service is appropriate for

tendering is the existenoe of other potential providers in the market who could deliver

the servioe as well as the in-house provider. In the oase of public libraries there are a

nnmber of potential competitors on the market and that number should increase as

more conrxcils put out to tender their library service. The prime oompetitors and or

providers would be other councils as well as the in-house service. The in-house

servioe would have to become the provider to separate it from the council who would

be the purchaser. To achieve this a restructure of the library will have to occur first.

Laurie Boyd's Managing Competitive Services is an excellent pracliaal goide

desþed to assist all councils in selecting the appropriate model for their particular

needs. The Office of Library Services also oommissioned Matt Ainsan and Brian

Haratsis to prepare A Guide to Competitive Compulsory Tendering for Public

Libraries. Both documents are invaluable for public libraries in their efforts to

prepare for CCT and go into significant detail on the necessary changes. As well as

local government there are other potential competitors on the market for public

libraries such as Technilib, University library bodies such as CAVAL, book zuppliers,

the State Library of Victoria and even the TAFE and Education sectors.
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Prior to determining what will be contained in the tender specifioation a decision

has to be made on the level ofprivatisation that is being sought. The whole service, a

programme, abranch/s or technical services and other in-house support servioes. A

clear understanding has to exist on who is out there in the market who can compete

and what can they offer and the long term implications of that. It is reasonably

straightforward for a council to decide to corporatise its library service. The library

would operate as a company with directors. The library's performance would be to

maximise its competitiveness and increase its commercial viability. Such an approach

would challenge the traditional relationship between the library and its customers.

The way libraries are structured it would be fairly straightforward to tender out the

whole library service or the technical services area of the library, which would include

acquisitions, cataloguing and processing or any other area of library service. For a

number of years technical services have been provided by Technilib for a fee to public

libraries and would continue to do so once Teohnilib becomes an inoorporated body

but now it will be on a oompetitive basis if the service cost is to be oonsidered under

CCT requirements. tlltimately each council library service will have to be examined

on its ovrm merits and the best option for that corurcil should be adopted.

3.1.3 The tendering process

The tendering process would involve designing and developing tender

qpecifications, the evaluation of the tenders and the ongoing monitoring of the tender

contract. There arc dangers to the integrity of the service at any and all stages of this

process. One significant danger alluded to is that once tender specifications have been

prepared costs will be based on this and a contract will be entered into based on those
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quantities and qualities indicating the expected outcomes. In the United Kingdom

most of local government's first round tenders were won in-house and a similar

example is cited for NSW.

A substantial proportion of contracts were awqrded to in-house teams in the

early rounds of NStrV pubtic services tenders. While these contrqcts may have

beenwonfairly and squarely, questions ofunfair competition persist. (19)

The situation in Victoria is different because of the requirements under the

legislation and also the annual accountability procedures required for the minìs¡ter. It

is possible that less services will be awarded to in-house bids in Victoria than what

occurred in NSW. Public libraries in Victoria are also undergoing amalgamation

because of oo¿ncil restructure. Therefore, the reduction in the number of library

services as a result of this is quite probable with the eventual outcome of large library

entities operating across Victoria. If these large entities become providers of service

it is possiblethat Victoria could have a large number of counoils purchasing from other

council library services in the future. In the case of such an occrilrence the risk to

library services to women could increase as public libraries become more 'similar' in

their provision of services unless libraries make a deliberate and oonscious effort to

avoid this from ooourring .

There is also the perception of public sector managers and their attitude to private

oontractors which could be used as an argument for questioning the tender process.

Public sector managers sometimes mistrust private contractors. They fear thøt

the profitability objective which motivates contractors necessarily implies a

conflict ofinterest between the public sector principal and the private sector

agent. Q0)
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Such perceptions have the potential to increase the scrutiny by the state govemment

on the awarding of contraots to the in-house bids. Private contraots will also

potentially question the awarcling of in-house bids if few bids were won by them- In

the long term it may also discourage private contractors from bidding if their

perception is that local govemment predominantþ awards contracts to in-house bids

thus reducing comp etition.

The criteria for assessing the tenders will be critical. The specifications will have

to be very clear on the required outoomes if services are not to suffer. A fair and

pïoper oomparison of tender bids has to be undertaken if councils are not to be

accused of qnfaimess. The tender specifications have to include monitoring

mechanisms with penalty clauses if the service delivered is unsatisfactory. The costs

involved in monitoring the service should not be understated because they will

determine how quickly remedial action will be taken if there is a problem with delivery'

It is oJten claimed thøt in-house teqms require less intensive monitoring and

are thereþre more cost competitive. The theoreticol or factuøl basis for this

assertion is unclear. Indeed, the debate over the merits of contracting policy

has been dogged by inadequate perþrmance monitoring systems and data.

Qr)

Whether the successful bidder is an in-house or an external provider to the user of the

service should not really m tter so long as the service is provided. Evaluation of the

service should occur irrespective ofwho provides it. In the past local govenrment has

not emphasised the evaluation of its library service on a regular and ongoing basis.
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The laok of information on the provision of services to women will make it more

diffioult in ensuring that atthe very least relevant services to women do not reduce.

Contrqctors are often criticised þr their quality of service, but on further
investigation it is usually found that prior to contrqcting no formal evaluation

mechanisms existed. In such circumstqnces it is impossible to drqw

conclusion about perþrmance beþre and aJter contracting has been

implemented. (22')

The oosts of monitoring the contract as well as the actual service costs have to be

clear and acc1¡ately calculated so that the service does not suffer.

3.2 CCT and service costs

It would be inappropriate to foous on savings without examining the impact of

ohanges and how they will radically affect the services to be delivered. Costs have to

be determined in terms of quality, quantity and monitoring. Proper and effective

checking mechanisms have to be in place if library services are to continue delivering a

relevant service to the needs of women. What is unclear at this stage is whether the

anticþated savings will be maintained in the long term or will they change as fewer

services continue to be direotþ provided by local govemment. It is important that a

significant level of competition is encouraged to continue on the market so that there is

always choice in providers. Further, it is importîrtthat no collusion is allowed to

occnr on the market by providers if low costs are to be maintained in the long term.

If all libraries were to become privatised in Victoria there is no research to indicate

the social consequences ofsuch an event.

...all enterprise in competitive qnd monopolistic markets carry social costs and

there is a dfficulty in identifying what is exceptionøl in the social costs dealt

with in any specific case. Q3)
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Cogncils may continue to have responsibility for the purchasing of library services

but the services themselves might change to the point where they are no longer

reoognisable as they move more and more towards a commercial model. There are

risks attached when changes as radical as those potentially proposed by CCT are

introduced. h the United States example cited by Osborne and Gaebler vohrnteers

are activeþ used in library services. (24) Does this mean that potentiaþ fewer

employed staff will be working in public libraries and even fewer qualified staff to

achieve the desired reduced budgets? Some women are aheady disadvantagetl and if

libraries reduce the level of professional information services further, then these

women will face increased disadvantaged. One way to ensure that this does not occur

is to determine and speciS' the.required level of quality of service in the tender

qpecifications. This however, assumes that local govemment continues to subsidise

publio libraries.

3.3 CCT and service quality

The iszue of quality is a highly complex one in the publio library environment

because it has tended to depend on numerous factors each different for each type of

servioe. Evaluation of quality in publio libraries is not as simple as the oollection of

household refuse or the building ofroads.

Quality is multi-dimensional and usually dfficult or impossible to meqsure.

often quality (and even quantity) must be iudged by second-best or third-best

measures such as the inputs used. Q5)
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performance measures in the past have generally tended to focus on the number of

items that circulate and the number of borrowers as well as number of staffto provide

that service. For example house-bound services to older women, where r

considerable amognt of time is expended in the selection and delivery of recreation

materia! when considered througb a perspective of efficiency and effectiveness could

change because ofthe high oost involved in stafftime per itemborrowed.

A decline may be socially desirable'

Preferenc argue that a higher quality

is always If CTC did lead to a fall
in quality this would only be undesirable to the degree that any concomitant

,*ìrg" qre less than the service recipients willingness to pay for quqlity. Q6)

Thus publio libraries could change to selÊserve super-markef libraries as borrowers

find and borrow items for themselves as in a shopping centre. With the use of on-line

public access catalogues borrowers would obtain a listing of what is available and

trran+e to obtain it if not available immediately. Selection and purchase of items

could be contraoted to suppliers who could use a community profile and purchase

library materials on behalf of numerous publio libraries. Seleotion and acquisitions

becomes stream lined and.would then cost less. A handful of library staffwould need

to be employed to operate such a library.

...without direct government pørticipation, some service needs will simply not

be brought into the political qrena to create the necessary pressure to ensure

that a service, at an adequate standard, will be provided. Q7)

But is this the only role of the public library and how would such changes impact

on the services provided to women. Do women use libraries to just borrow books

and other m¿terials or do they use the library for other services that would not be

readily available under the previous description? Maybe the issue will disappear as
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this generation of women library users dies out. Maybe even reoreation reading could

be disappearing as the use of interactive video, CD-Rom, virtual rcah|y, cybernetics

and robotics become the common means for recreation and information. Libraries

that limit their servioes to the basic provision of traditional reoreation resouroes on an

ever decreasing budget are jeopardising the library services to women in the future.

CCT could be the catalyst that accelerated the demise of the public library services to

women if service providers do not re-think and re-examine the public library's role in

line with the technological and information ohanges thtt re aheady happening now.
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Conclusion

Survivat of the Powerful and Well-Infotmed

public library services to women will have to change as a result of CCT. Given

that local government in Victoria has embraced CCT with such enthusiasm it is

inevitable thathbtaies willbe considered suitable services for contracting. Issues that

arise are the fact that libraries are considered to be expensive services and with the

CCT legislated requirements councils will want to expose them to the competitive

forces of the market if that means a reduction in the cost of running the service. A

number of questions will arise and confront councils about library services. One of

them will be the provision of a service to 35o/o-40o/o of community and flrnded by the

whole community. The role of the library will have to be defined and a better

nnderstanding has to occur in relation to the fact that the majority of pubhc library

users are women. The issue of technology will also influence the decision on what

services publio libraries should be providing and who should they target. Women

who are the current majority users could be facing reduotions or have to pay charges

for the services that they currentþ receive for free.

Competition on the market for the provision of library services is not clear at this

point. There are potential oontenders on the market but the impact of privatisation on

public libraries in the long term is more difficult to gauge as other factors will also

impact on the situation. Local government boundary reform will significantly affect

all public libraries including regional libraries. This could be an opportunity for local

govemment 16 s¡amine closeþ how services are delivered through physical sites but it

may also be used as an opportunity for the reduction in the number of libraries. The
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issue of library buildings will have to be reconsidered as technology becomes more

significant and direot acoess of resouroes could change to access and retrieval from

other sources. Such an approach would impact on the recreation material currentþ

borrowed by women. Other q/pes of outreach or targeted services to women would

also be affected as buildings and their use changes. The question of who oan afford

and who oannot afford aocess to alternative resources becomes critioal. In an

environment where cost is considered a paramount factor issues of equal and equitable

aocess potentially become threatened. Libraries will have to reconsider what they

currentþ provide. Booksellers might enter the market and sell library services for

recreation pulposes. The issue of complementaity and the role of other types of

libraries, as technological developments impact on how and who can deliver aooess to

information resources, becomes another important consideration. The possibility that

the broad role of public libraries might be narrowed and defined in very specific ways

to reduce oosts and target directþ the groups that use it is highly probable. If zuch a

path was ¡ndertaken the existence of public libraries as we know them may no longer

be viable.

Future directions

What will the public library of the future look like is an interesting and ohallenging

question. Technology and telecommunications have changed the way we operate at

all levels of our daily life. It will not be that far into the future when the global library

will be a reahty. Those who have the capability and the finances will be able to benefit

fromthis global library. Individuals will no longer visit the library, the library will be

part of the information and communication centre within the home computer network.
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Reoreation will change life sryles and I can not imagine poverty having been abolished

so that the afluent will remain the powerful ones. They will be part of a privileged

commgnity who will have aocess to the world's total inform¿tion and knowledge

network systems. The afluent will experience longevity, life long learning, E)ace

fiwe\h¡'perreality robotics and alife of leisure and enjoym.ent. The few libraries left

will become cultural museuÍrs where you can interact and particþate in the old

systems of finrling a book and looking for it in the catalogue possibly even in the oard

catalogue. CCT in terms of library services will have a long term impact. Library

services to women are already inadequate in that they provide a service which is suited

for the past generation rather than the present and therefore could be considered

obsolete in the near future.

Women who need information services will be increasingly left out more and more

as fees and charges become commonly implemented and the emphasis will be on the

requirements of those who pay. It could be a great future if libraries decided now to

determine what their role is ¿nfl implement it. Otherwise they will continue to be

reactive and gradually become obsolete replaced by private oompanies who specialise

and provide better access to information. These companies will have the ability to

purchase the required technology to remain up to date. ff libraries continue to be

relevant to a narrowing group of women they will become obsolete as governments

refrrse to zubsidise them and then not allow them to compete with the emerging

businesses ftat re taking away their firnction. If public libraries do not attempt to

antioþate and create their future role there is the real possibility that public libraries

may no longer exist in the future.
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